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“

We had used Bristan’s Cobalt brassware on other
developments and were really happy with the quality
and performance of the taps. We wanted something a bit
different for the 29-home Zu development and approached
Bristan to see what they could offer. Bristan showed us a
preview of the new Frenzy range, which was a few months
away from being launched.
We loved the design at first sight – it was really on trend,
with a curvy industrial design and a high quality chrome
finish. The Frenzy style also complemented the silhouette
of our sanitary ware for a seamless interior design.

“
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Roger concludes: “I have recommended
Bristan and its taps to other local
Trusts in the area and I’m happy to put
myself out to do this as I know these
are great products that are exactly
what we need in the NHS. They tick the
boxes and for me, I have been really
pleased with the service Bristan offers
too – from their technical knowhow
and onsite staff training, to their
selling style which isn’t pushy at all.”

t: 0330 026 6273

Jamie Harris, Area Specification Manager from Bristan said:

“Our H64 range has long been favoured as the go-to tap
for people specifying fixtures for an acute healthcare
environment, and we have continually improved our offer
in this sector to ensure what we offer meets the changing
and rigorous demands of hospital trusts. The work we are
doing with the Royal Hants Hospital demonstrates how well
appreciated these designs are in the industry and why Bristan
is fast becoming a leader in healthcare specifications.”
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